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Abstract
Finite posets R and S are studied with #H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for ev-
ery finite poset P , where H(P,Q) is the set of order homomorphisms
from P to Q. It is shown that under an additional regularity condi-
tion, #H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every finite poset P is equivalent to
#S(P,R) ≤ #S(P, S) for every finite poset P , where S(P,Q) is the set
of strict order homomorphisms from P to Q. A method is developed
for the rearrangement of a finite poset R, resulting in a poset S with
#H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every finite poset P . The results are used in
constructing pairs of posets R and S with this property.
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1 Introduction
In order to unify ordinal and cardinal arithmetic, Garret Birkhoff [2, 3] published
two articles in 1937 and 1942 in which he introduced for posets P and Q their
direct sum P + Q, their product P × Q, and the homomorphism set H(P,Q),
together with their (later on) usual partial order relations. By doing so, he
opened the rich field of “order arithmetic”. Surveys about the respective state
of the art are contained in Jo´nsson [16] from 1982, Duffus [8] from 1984, and
McKenzie [23] from 2003.
In the beginning, Day [7] extended the operations introduced by Birkhoff to
more general relations in 1945. In 1948 and 1951, Hashimoto [13, 14] proved
that two product representations of a connected poset always have a common
refinement. Lova´sz [19] showed in 1967, that there is an in-depth connection
between the structure of quite general mathematical objects (including posets)
and the cardinalities of homomorphism sets related to them (see Theorem 1
below). He used the result in showing a cancellation rule for the product of
finite posets: P × R ' P × S ⇒ R ' S. (Here as in what follows we assume
that all posets are non-empty.) In 1971, Lova´sz [20] extended his result to more
general structures.
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Figure 1: Three examples for posets R and S with #H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for
every finite poset P .
Birkhoff [3] conjectured already in 1942, that H(P,R) ' H(P, S) implies
R ' S for finite posets P,R, and S. This problem, called the “cancellation
problem”, moved into focus at the end of the seventies. Bergman et al. [1]
proved in 1977 that the cancellation rule holds for chains: for every finite chain
C, H(C,R) ' H(C, S)⇒ R ' S. In 1978, Duffus et al. [9] worked withH(P,L),
L being a lattice, and in 1980, Wille [24] contributed to this topic as well. For
finite, connected posets P and Q, Duffus and Wille [11] showed in 1979 that
H(P, P ) ' H(Q,Q) implies P ' Q.
Duffus and Rival [10] proved in 1978 a “logarithmic property”, which trans-
fers certain cancellation problems for homomorphism sets to cancellation prob-
lems for products of posets. Duffus [8] developed this approach further in 1984.
In 1982, Jo´nsson [16] published an overview over the arithmetic of ordered
sets, providing a rich spectrum of results and aspects. In the same year, Jo´nsson
[17] presented results about the automorphism group of the sets H(P,Q), P and
Q providing some special properties. As well in 1982, Jo´nsson and McKenzie
[18] published four important cancellation and refinement rules.
Surprisingly, the rich flow of publications dried up now, until Farley [12] pub-
lished a paper in 1996, in which he presented new results about the structure of
the automorphism group of H(P,L) for certain posets P and lattices L. Accord-
ing to [23], this article spurred McKenzie to take up Birkhoff’s cancellation prob-
lem again, and he succeeded in putting the keystone onto all the hard efforts:
in 1999 and 2000, McKenzie [21, 22] proved that indeed H(P,R) ' H(P, S)
implies R ' S for finite poests P,R, S. In 2003, McKenzie [23] published an
additional paper about this subject, using a different approach for the proof.
After this publication, the interest in order homomorphism sets as such
ceased. The present paper takes the subject up again, but it is now the car-
dinality of homomorphism sets which is focussed. The starting points are two
observations. The first one has been formulated by Lova´sz [19] in 1967 in very
general terms; for our purpose, the following applications are relevant:
Theorem 1 (Lova´sz [19]). Let R,S be finite posets. Then
R ' S
⇔ #H(P,R) = #H(P, S) for every finite poset P
⇔ #S(P,R) = #S(P, S) for every finite poset P,
where S(P,Q) denotes the set of strict homomorphisms from P to Q.
For an application in graph theory, see [15, Theorem 2.11].
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The second observation concerns the posets R and S shown in Figure 1a. The
author [4, Theorem 5] has proven that for these posets #H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S)
for every finite poset P . Following the track, the author was able to prove the
relation “#H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every finite poset P” for additional finite
posets R and S, too. Two simple non-trivial examples are shown in the Figures
1b and 1c, more can be found in the Figures 5, 6, and 7 in the Appendix.
Naturally, two questions came up:
• How can we systematically construct pairs of finite posets R and S with
#H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every finite poset P?
• What is it in the structure of two finite posets R and S that results in
#H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every finite poset P?
The present article deals with the first question; the structure theory will be
addressed in a separate paper [5].
After the preparatory Section 2, the concept of the strong Hom-scheme from
R to S is introduced in Section 3.1. In the case of existence, a strong Hom-
scheme from R to S defines a one-to-one mapping ρP : H(P,R) → H(P, S) for
every P ∈ Pr, where Pr is a representation system of the non-isomorphic finite
posets. A strong Hom-scheme from R to S is called a strong G-scheme iff ρP
obeys for all P ∈ Pr a regularity condition in mapping H(P,R) to H(P, S). We
write R v S (R vG S), iff a strong Hom-scheme (a strong G-scheme) from R
to S exists. According to Theorem 2, v and vG define partial order relations
on Pr; examples are shown in the Appendix.
In Theorem 3 in Section 3.2, we show that a strong G-scheme from R to
S exists iff #S(P,R) ≤ #S(P, S) for all finite posets P . We conclude that
#S(P,R) ≤ #S(P, S) for all finite posets P implies #H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S)
for all finite posets P . Furthermore, we show in Theorem 4 that a (strong)
G-scheme ρ can always be constructed by means of a simpler object η referring
to sets of strict homomorphisms only.
For finding pairs of posets R and S with R vG S, it is according to these
results enough to specify a one-to-one mapping ρP : S(P,R)→ S(P, S) for every
P ∈ Pr; we do not have to deal with the full homomorphism sets H(P,R) and
we do not have to check the regularity condition. Using this approach in Section
4, we present in Lemma 6 and Theorem 5 a method for the rearrangement of
a finite poset R resulting in a poset S with R vG S. Finally, in Section 5, we
develop necessary conditions for R v S and R vG S. These results and the
rearrangement method are used in showing R vG S and R′ 6v S′ for the posets
contained in Figure 1 and in the figures in the Appendix.
2 Preparation
2.1 Basics and Notation
Let X be a non-empty set. A reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation
≤ ⊆ X×X is called a partial order relation, the pair P = (X,≤) is called a
partially ordered set or simply a poset, and X is called the carrier of P . As
usual, we write x ≤ y for (x, y) ∈≤ and x < y for (x, y) ∈≤ and x 6= y. For a
subset A ⊆ X, the poset induced on A is defined as P |A ≡ (A,≤ ∩ (A×A)).
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For a set X, the diagonal (relation) is defined as ∆X ≡ {(x, x) | x ∈ X },
and (X,∆X) is called an antichain. A chain is characterized by x ≤ y or y ≤ x
for all x, y ∈ X; up to isomorphism, there is only one chain for every carrier.
For a finite set X of cardinality k ∈ N, we write Ak for the antichain on X, and
Ck for the chain on X (defined up to isomorphism).
For posets P = (X,≤P ) and Q = (Y,≤Q), their product P ×Q and - in the
case of X ∩ Y = ∅ - their direct sum P + Q and their ordinal sum P ⊕ Q are
defined as usual.
P is the class of all finite posets, and the set Pr is a representation system
of the non-isomorphic posets in P. For posets P,Q ∈ P, the set of order
homomorphisms from P to Q is denoted by H(P,Q), whereas S(P,Q) is the set
of strict order homomorphisms. “'” indicates isomorphism. We equip H(P,Q)
and S(P,Q) with the ordinary pointwise partial order relation.
Let X be a set and R ⊆ X×X a binary relation on X. With R denoting the
set of all transitive relations S ⊆ X×X with R ⊆ S, the transitive hull T ≡ ∩R
of R is the (set-theoretically) smallest transitive relation onX containing R. If R
is reflexive, then also its transitive hull is reflexive; however, antisymmetry of R
is in general not preserved. xTy is equivalent to the existence of z0, . . . , zL ∈ X,
L ∈ N, with x = z0, y = zL and z`−1Rz` for all 1 ≤ ` ≤ L.
From the rich concept of downsets and upsets, we need simple notation only.
Given a poset P = (X,≤), we define for A ⊆ X
↓A ≡ {y ∈ X | ∃ a ∈ A : y ≤ a} ,
↓◦A ≡ (↓A) \A,
↑A ≡ {y ∈ X | ∃ a ∈ A : a ≤ y } ,
↑◦A ≡ (↑A) \A.
For x ∈ X, we write ↓x and ↓◦x instead of ↓ {x} and ↓◦{x}, respectively, and
correspondingly ↑x and ↑◦x. If required, we label the arrows with the poset they
are referring to. For x, y ∈ P , we define the interval
[x, y] ≡ (↑x) ∩ (↓ y) = {z ∈ P | x ≤ z ≤ y } .
In order to avoid repetitions, we agree on that X is always the carrier of the
poset P , and that Y is always the carrier of the poset Q. For a poset P , we
use the notation x ∈ P instead of x ∈ X, and for posets P and Q, we write
ξ : P → Q instead of ξ : X → Y for a homomorphism ξ ∈ H(P,Q).
Additionally, we use the following notation from set theory:
0 ≡ ∅,
n ≡ {1, . . . , n} for every n ∈ N.
A(X,Y ) is the set of mappings from X to Y . For f ∈ A(X,Y ) and A ⊆ X,
we write f |A for the pre-restriction of f to A. Furthermore, we use the symbol
f−1(B) for the pre-image of B ⊆ Y under f ; for y ∈ Y , we simply write f−1(y)
instead of f−1({y}). However, in Theorem 5, we use the symbol β−1 for the
inverse of a bijective mapping β, too.
Finally, we use the Cartesian product. Let I be a non-empty set, and let
Ni be a non-empty set for every i ∈ I. Then the Cartesian product of the sets
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Ni, i ∈ I, is defined as
∏
i∈I
Ni ≡
{
f ∈ A(I,⋃
i∈I
Ni
) | f(i) ∈ Ni for all i ∈ I} .
2.2 Connectivity
Definition 1. Let P ∈ P, A ⊆ P , and x, y ∈ A. We say that x and y are
connected in A, iff there are z0, z1, . . . , zL ∈ A, L ∈ N0, with x = z0, y = zL
and z`−1 < z` or z`−1 > z` for all ` ∈ L. We call z0, . . . , zL a zigzag line
connecting x and y. We define for all A ⊆ P , x ∈ A, B ⊆ A
γA(x) ≡ {y ∈ A | x and y are connected inA} ,
γA(B) ≡
⋃
b∈B
γA(b). (1)
Of course, x ∈ γA(x) for every x ∈ A ⊆ P . The following corollary has been
proven in [4]:
Corollary 1. Let A ⊆ P . The relation “connected in A” is an equivalence
relation on A with partition {γA(a) | a ∈ A}. For B ⊆ A ⊆ A′ ⊆ P we have
γA(B) ⊆ γA′(B), (2)
γA(B) = γγA(B)(B). (3)
The sets γP (x), x ∈ P , are called the connectivity components of P . Every
poset is the direct sum of its connectivity components. A poset P ∈ P is
connected iff γP (x) = P for an x ∈ P (the choice of x ∈ P is arbitrary). A subset
A ⊆ P is called connected (in P ) iff the poset induced on A is connected. For
posets P and Q, P connected, the image ξ(P ) of P under a homomorphism ξ ∈
H(P,Q) is connected in Q; in particular, ξ(P ) is a subset of a single connectivity
component of Q.
The following definition is one of the central ones in this paper:
Definition 2. Let P = (X,≤) be a finite poset, let Y be a set, and let ξ ∈
A(X,Y ) be a mapping. We define for all x ∈ X
Gξ(x) ≡ γξ−1(ξ(x))(x).
Gξ(x) is thus the set of all points, x is connected with in ξ
−1(ξ(x)). Accord-
ing to (3), Gξ(x) = γGξ(x)(x) for every x ∈ P : for y ∈ Gξ(x), there is a zigzag
line connecting x and y in ξ−1(ξ(x)) that runs totally in Gξ(x).
Corollary 2. Let P = (X,≤) be a finite poset, let Y, Z be sets, and let ξ ∈
A(X,Y ), σ ∈ A(Y,Z). Then Gξ(x) ⊆ Gσ◦ξ(x) for all x ∈ P . Equality holds for
all x ∈ P , if σ|ξ(P ) is one-to-one.
Proof. We have for every x ∈ X: (σ ◦ ξ)−1((σ ◦ ξ)(x)) = ξ−1(σ−1(σ(ξ(x))) ⊇
ξ−1(ξ(x)), with equality if {ξ(x)} = σ−1(σ(ξ(x)). The first proposition follows
with (2), the second one is clear.
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Corollary 3. Let P,Q ∈ P. Then for every homomorphism ξ ∈ H(P,Q)
ξ strict ⇔ ∀ x ∈ P : Gξ(x) = {x}.
Proof. If ξ is strict, then ξ−1(ξ(x)) is an antichain for every x ∈ P , thus Gξ(x) =
{x}. On the other hand, let x, y ∈ P with x < y. Gξ(x) = {x} yields ξ(y) 6=
ξ(x), hence ξ(x) < ξ(y).
Lemma 1. Let P,R, S ∈ P, let ξ ∈ H(P,R) and ζ ∈ H(P, S) be homomor-
phisms, and let Gξ(x) ⊆ Gζ(x) for an x ∈ P . Then Gξ(x) ⊂ Gζ(x) iff there are
a, b ∈ Gζ(x) with
a < b and ξ(a) < ξ(b).
Proof. Let y ∈ Gζ(x) \ Gξ(x). The points y and x are connected by a zigzag
line in Gζ(x), and on this line there are points a and b with a ∈ Gξ(x), b ∈
Gζ(x) \ Gξ(x), and a < b or b < a. a and x are connected by a zigzag line in
Gξ(x). Therefore, b /∈ Gξ(x) means ξ(b) 6= ξ(x) = ξ(a), thus ξ(a) < ξ(b) or
ξ(b) < ξ(a), depending on the relation between a and b.
On the other hand, let a, b ∈ Gζ(x) with a < b and ξ(a) < ξ(b). Due to
Gξ(x) ⊆ ξ−1(ξ(x)), we conclude that at least one of the points a, b is not an
element of Gξ(x).
3 Strong Hom-schemes
With the exception of Gξ(x), all mathematical objects in Section 2 are standard.
In Section 3.1, new concepts are introduced: the (strong) Hom-scheme and the
(strong) G-scheme between posets. In Section 3.2, it is shown that the strong
G-schemes are closely related to sets of strict homomorphisms.
3.1 Definition
Let R,S ∈ P. Assume that there exists a one-to-one homomorphism σ : R→ S.
Then, for every P ∈ P, we get a one-to-one mapping rP : H(P,R) → H(P, S)
by setting for every ξ ∈ H(P,R)
rP (ξ) ≡ σ ◦ ξ. (4)
A one-to-one homomorphisms from R to S delivers thus a “natural” (or: trivial)
example for #H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every P ∈ P. Furthermore, according
to Corollary 2, we have
GrP (ξ)(x) = Gξ(x)
for every P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,R), x ∈ P . These properties of (4) are taken up in
the following definition:
Definition 3. Let R,S ∈ P. We call a mapping
ρ ∈
∏
P∈Pr
A(H(P,R),H(P, S)) (Cartesian product)
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a Hom-scheme from R to S. We call a Hom-scheme from R to S a G-scheme
iff for every P ∈ Pr, ξ ∈ H(P,R), x ∈ P
GρP (ξ)(x) = Gξ(x). (5)
A Hom-scheme (G-scheme) ρ from R to S is called strong iff the mapping
ρP : H(P,R)→ H(P, S) is one-to-one for every P ∈ Pr. If P is fixed, we write
ρ(ξ) instead of ρP (ξ).
The Hom-scheme (4) induced by a one-to-one homomorphism is always a
strong G-scheme.
A (strong) G-scheme is a (strong) Hom-scheme obeying the regularity con-
dition (5) in mapping H(P,R) to H(P, S) for every P ∈ Pr. This regu-
larity condition is plausible if we regard a Hom-scheme as a technical ap-
paratus which assigns to every ξ ∈ H(P,R) a well-fitting ρ(ξ) ∈ H(P, S).
If we allow Gξ(x) ⊂ Gρ(ξ)(x) for x ∈ P , then Lemma 1 tells us that ρ(ξ)
preserves the structure of P around x worse than ξ, which is not satisfying.
And in the case Gξ(x) 6⊆ Gρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ) has to re-distribute the points of
Gξ(x) \ Gρ(ξ)(x) ⊆ Gξ(x) \ {x} in S. Because the sets Gξ(x) \ Gρ(ξ)(x) can
be arbitrarily complicated, this re-distribution process may require many single
case decisions, which is out of the scope of a technical apparatus.
There is an additional, slightly anxious aspect in strong G-schemes. Imagine
posets as structures providing services to each other via homomorphisms. For
each service ξ ∈ H(P,R) provided by P towards R, the servant P organizes
itself into working teams Gξ(x). A strong G-scheme from R to S redirects all
services intended for R towards S, without being noticed by the working teams
in any servant P - the poset S is a perfect parasite!
Theorem 2. Let R,S ∈ P. We write
R v S / R vG S
iff a strong Hom-scheme / a strong G-scheme from R to S exists. v and vG
are partial order relations on Pr.
Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity of the two relations are easily seen. For
R,S ∈ Pr with R v S and S v R, we have #H(P,R) = #H(P, S) for all
P ∈ Pr which is equivalent to R ' S according to Theorem 1.
We have H(P,Q) = H(P d, Qd) for all finite posets P and Q. Therefore,
R v S is equivalent to Rd v Sd, which yields due to the antisymmetry of v
R v Rd ⇔ R ' Rd (6)
for all R ∈ P.
For R ∈ Pr, k ≡ #R, there exist one-to-one homomorphisms from Ak to R
and from R to Ck, hence Ak vG R vG Ck. With respect to vG (and hence to
v, too), the posets Ak and Ck are thus the extrema of the posets with k points.
The three figures in the Appendix show the diagrams of three posets defined
by vG. In Figure 5, it is the poset of the non-isomorphic posets with four points,
in Figure 6, it is the poset of the non-isomorphic, flat posets with five points, and
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in Figure 7, it is the poset of the non-isomorphic posets with five points which
are not isomorphic to A1+Q, A1⊕Q, or Q⊕A1 for a poset Q with four points (cf.
Corollary 6 at the end of Section 3.2). Strong G-schemes induced by one-to-one
homomorphisms are shown by solid lines, whereas non-trivial relations R vG S
are indicated by dotted lines. The non-trivial relations will be established by
means of Theorem 5 in Section 4. Afterwards, the necessary conditions for
R vG S developed in Section 5 will be used to show incomparability of posets
with respect to vG.
3.2 Strong G-schemes and strict homomorphisms
In this section, we prove
Theorem 3. Let R,S ∈ P. Equivalent are
R vG S; (7)
#S(P,R) ≤ #S(P, S) for all P ∈ P; (8)
#S(Q,R) ≤ #S(Q,S) for all connected Q ∈ P. (9)
The proof of (7) ⇒ (8) ⇔ (9) is simple. Assume that (7) holds. As stated
in Corollary 3, a homomorphism ξ ∈ H(P,Q) is strict iff Gξ(x) = {x} for every
x ∈ P . For a G-scheme ρ from R to S, we have Gρ(ξ)(x) = Gξ(x) for every
P ∈ Pr, ξ ∈ H(P,R), x ∈ P , thus ρP (S(P,R)) ⊆ S(P, S) for every P ∈ Pr,
and (8) follows if ρ is strong.
(8)⇒ (9) is trivial. Assume that (9) holds, and let P ∈ P with connectivity
components Q1, . . . , QL. Then
#S(P,R) =
L∏
`=1
#S(Q`, R) ≤
L∏
`=1
#S(Q`, S) = #S(P, S).
It remains to prove (8) ⇒ (7). For this proof, we modify the well-known
mathematical approach to let a mapping f : A → B factorize over the set
U(f) ≡ {f−1(f(a)) | a ∈ A} of its pre-images: f = ιf ◦pif with canonical map-
pings pif : A → U(f), ιf : U(f) → B. In this section, we let a homomorphism
factorize over a refinement of the set of its pre-images, a refinement consisting
of the connected sets Gξ(x):
Definition 4. Let P,Q ∈ P. We define for every ξ ∈ H(P,Q) the set
G(ξ) ≡ {Gξ(x) | x ∈ P } ,
and the mappings
piξ : P → G(ξ)
x 7→ Gξ(x),
ιξ : G(ξ)→ Q
Gξ(x) 7→ ξ(x).
Additionally, we define a relation 0 on G(ξ) by setting for all a, b ∈ G(ξ)
a 0 b ≡ ∃ a ∈ a, b ∈ b : a ≤ b.
 is the transitive hull of 0.
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G(ξ) is a partition of X consisting of connected sets, and ιξ is a well-defined
mapping because ξ is constant on every c ∈ G(ξ): ξ(x) = ξ(y) for all x, y ∈ c.
Obviously, ξ = ιξ ◦ piξ for all ξ ∈ H(P,Q). Furthermore:
Lemma 2. Let P,Q ∈ P and ξ ∈ H(P,Q), and let c0, . . . , cI ∈ G(ξ), I ∈ N,
with ci−1 0 ci for every i ∈ I. Then ιξ(c0) ≤ ιξ(cI), and ιξ(c0) = ιξ(cI) implies
c0 = c1 = . . . = cI .
Proof. ci−1 0 ci for every i ∈ I is equivalent to the existence of x+0 ∈ c0,
x−i , x
+
i ∈ ci for every i ∈ I − 1, and x−I ∈ cI with x+i−1 ≤ x−i for every i ∈ I.
Because the sets ci are all connected in P , we conclude that also the set V ≡⋃I
i=0 ci is connected in P .
We have ξ(x+i−1) ≤ ξ(x−i ) for every i ∈ I, and because ξ is constant on every
set ci, we have ξ(x
−
i ) = ξ(x
+
i ) for every i ∈ I − 1. Together, this yields the
following chain of inequalities and equations:
ξ(x+0 ) ≤ ξ(x−1 ) = ξ(x+1 ) ≤ ξ(x−2 ) = ξ(x+2 )
≤ . . . ≤ ξ(x−I−1) = ξ(x+I−1) ≤ ξ(x−I ).
We thus have ιξ(c0) = ξ(x
+
0 ) ≤ ξ(x−I ) = ιξ(cI). In the case of ιξ(c0) = ιξ(cI),
we get ξ(x+0 ) = ξ(x
−
I ), and we conclude that all inequalities in the chain above
are in fact equations. ξ is thus constant on the connected set V , hence ci =
Gξ(x
−
i ) = γξ−1(ξ(x−i ))
(x−i ) ⊇ V for every i ∈ I, and similarly c0 = Gξ(x+0 ) ⊇ V ,
which yields ci = V for every i ∈ I ∪ {0}.
Corollary 4. Let P,Q ∈ P and ξ ∈ H(P,Q). Then  is a partial order
on G(ξ), piξ : P → G(ξ) is a homomorphism, and ιξ : G(ξ) → Q is a strict
homomorphism.
Proof.  is a reflexive and transitive relation on G(ξ). We have to show that 
is antisymmetric.
Let a, b ∈ G(ξ) with a  b and b  a. There exist c0, . . . , cI , cI+1, . . . ,
cI+J ∈ G(ξ), I, J ∈ N, with a = c0 = cI+J , b = cI , and ci−1 0 ci for every
i ∈ I + J . Because of c0 = a = cI+J we have ιξ(c0) = ιξ(cI+J). Lemma 2
delivers c0 = c1 = . . . = cI+J , and a = b is shown.
Now it is trivial that piξ is a homomorphism. The first statement about ιξ
in Lemma 2 tells us that ιξ is a homomorphism, and the second one yields that
it is a strict one.
Lemma 3. For every P,Q ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,Q), we define for every T ∈ P
ΓP,T (ξ) ≡ {ζ ∈ H(P, T ) | G(ζ) = G(ξ)} .
Then, for R,S ∈ P, the relation R vG S is equivalent to
#ΓP,R(ξ) ≤ #ΓP,S(ξ) for all P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,R).
Proof. Let R,S ∈ P, P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,R), ζ ∈ H(P, S). Because G(ξ) and
G(ζ) are both partitions of X, there is for every x ∈ X a unique a ∈ G(ξ) and
a unique b ∈ G(ζ) with x ∈ a = Gξ(x) and x ∈ b = Gζ(x). G(ζ) = G(ξ)
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is thus equivalent to Gξ(x) = Gζ(x) for all x ∈ P . A G-scheme ρ from R to
S maps thus ΓP,R(ξ) to ΓP,S(ξ) for every P ∈ Pr, ξ ∈ H(P,R), and if it is
strong, it does so one-to-one. On the other hand, #ΓP,R(ξ) ≤ #ΓP,S(ξ) for
every P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,R), gives trivially raise to a strong G-scheme, because
for every P ∈ Pr, the set {ΓP,R(ξ) | ξ ∈ H(P,R)} is a partition of H(P,R), and
the set {ΓP,S(ξ) | ξ ∈ H(P,R)} is a collection of disjoint subsets of H(P, S).
Corollary 5. Let P,Q ∈ P and ξ ∈ H(P,Q). Then for every T ∈ P
piζ = piξ for all ζ ∈ ΓP,T (ξ), (10)
and
ζ1 6= ζ2 ⇔ ιζ1 6= ιζ2 for all ζ1, ζ2 ∈ ΓP,T (ξ). (11)
Proof. Let ζ ∈ ΓP,T (ξ). According to Corollary 4, piξ and piζ are both elements
of H(P,G(ξ)). Let x ∈ P . Because G(ξ) = G(ζ) is a partition of X, there is a
unique a ∈ G(ξ) = G(ζ) with x ∈ a. We conclude piξ(x) = Gξ(x) = a = Gζ(x) =
piζ(x), and (10) is shown, because x ∈ P was arbitrary.
For ζ1, ζ2 ∈ ΓP,T (ξ), Corollary 4 yields ιζ1 , ιζ2 ∈ S(G(ξ), T ). The conclusion
ζ1 = ζ2 ⇒ ιζ1 = ιζ2 is trivial. Let ζ1 6= ζ2. Then ιζ1 ◦ piζ1 = ζ1 6= ζ2 = ιζ2 ◦ piζ2 ,
and (10) delivers ιζ1 6= ιζ2
Lemma 4. For P,Q, T ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,Q), we have #ΓP,T (ξ) = #S(G(ξ), T ).
Proof. Let J ≡ {ιζ | ζ ∈ ΓP,T (ξ)}. The last statement in Corollary 4 yields
J ⊆ S(G(ξ), T ), and (11) delivers #ΓP,T (ξ) = #J . We conclude #ΓP,T (ξ) ≤
#S(G(ξ), T ).
Let now σ1, σ2 ∈ S(G(ξ), T ) with σ1 6= σ2. With ζ1 ≡ σ1 ◦ piξ, ζ2 ≡ σ2 ◦ piξ
we have ζ1, ζ2 ∈ H(P, T ) because of piξ ∈ H(P,G(ξ)) (Corollary 4).
Let i ∈ 2 be fixed. We want to show ζi ∈ ΓP,T (ξ). For x ∈ P , the set
Gξ(x) contains x and is connected in P , and the mapping ζi is constant on
piξ(x) = Gξ(x). Therefore, Gξ(x) ⊆ Gζi(x). In the case of “⊂”, Lemma 1
delivers a, b ∈ Gζi(x) with a < b and ξ(a) < ξ(b). But ξ(a) < ξ(b) means
Gξ(a) 6= Gξ(b), and a < b means Gξ(a) = piξ(a)  piξ(b) = Gξ(b), which
together yields Gξ(a) ≺ Gξ(b). Because σi is strict, we have
ζi(a) = σi(piξ(a)) = σi(Gξ(a)) < σi(Gξ(b)) = σi(piξ(b)) = ζi(b)
in contradiction to a, b ∈ Gζi(x) ⊆ ζi−1(ζi(x)). Therefore, Gξ(x) = Gζi(x), thus
ζi ∈ ΓP,T (ξ), because x ∈ P was arbitrary.
We have ιζ1 = σ1 and ιζ2 = σ2. Equivalence (11) yields ζ1 6= ζ2, and
#S(G(ξ), T ) ≤ #ΓP,T (ξ) is shown.
Now we can prove the implication (8) ⇒ (7) in Theorem 3. Let R,S ∈ P
with #S(P,R) ≤ #S(P, S) for all P ∈ P. According to Lemma 3, we have
to show #ΓP,R(ξ) ≤ #ΓP,S(ξ) for all P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,R). And that is easily
done. Let P ∈ P, ξ ∈ H(P,R). Applying Lemma 4 with Q = T = R yields
#ΓP,R(ξ) = #S(G(ξ), R), and using Lemma 4 with Q = R, T = S results in
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#ΓP,S(ξ) = #S(G(ξ), S). Because (8) delivers #S(G(ξ), R) ≤ #S(G(ξ), S), the
inequality #ΓP,R(ξ) ≤ #ΓP,S(ξ) is shown.
By reformulating the implication R vG S ⇒ R v S by means of Theorem
3, we get
#S(P,R) ≤ #S(P, S) for every P ∈ P
⇒ #H(P,R) ≤ #H(P, S) for every P ∈ P.
We now show that a (strong) G-scheme ρ can always be constructed by
means of a simpler object η:
Theorem 4. Define the set G as
G ≡ {G(ξ) | ξ ∈ H(P,R), P ∈ Pr } .
Let ρ be a Hom-scheme from R to S. Then ρ is a G-scheme iff, for every g ∈ G,
there exists a mapping ηg : S(g, R)→ S(g, S) with
ρP (ξ) = ηG(ξ)(ιξ) ◦ piξ (12)
for every ξ ∈ H(P,R), P ∈ Pr. ρ is strong if ηg is one-to-one on S(g, R) for
every g ∈ G.
In particular, there exists a G-scheme ρ from R to S iff there exists a map-
ping ηP : S(P,R) → S(P, S) for every P ∈ Pr, and ρ is strong iff ηP is
one-to-one for every P ∈ Pr.
Proof. Let p(g) ≡ ∪ g for every g ∈ G, an let ψg : p(g) → g be the canonical
homomorphism mapping every x ∈ p(g) to the element of g containing x.
For all g ∈ G, we have p(g) ∈ Pr. Let ρ be a G-scheme. We define for every
g ∈ G
ηg : S(g, R)→ S(g, S)
σ 7→ ιρp(g)(σ◦ψg),
ηg is well defined, because we have σ ◦ ψg ∈ H(p(g), R) for every σ ∈ S(g, R),
hence ιρp(g)(σ◦ψg) ∈ S(g, S).
Let P ∈ Pr, ξ ∈ H(P,R). Then p(G(ξ)) = P and piξ = ψG(ξ), hence
ιξ ◦ ψG(ξ) = ιξ ◦ piξ = ξ. Because ρ is a G-scheme, we have piξ = piρP (ξ), and
putting all together, we get
ηG(ξ)(ιξ) ◦ piξ = ιρp(G(ξ))(ιξ◦ψG(ξ)) ◦ piξ = ιρP (ξ) ◦ piρP (ξ) = ρP (ξ).
Now assume that, for every g ∈ G, there exists a mapping ηg : S(g, R) →
S(g, S) fulfilling (12). Let P ∈ Pr, ξ ∈ H(P,R), x ∈ P . Gξ(x) = piξ(x) ⊆
Gρ(ξ)(x) is trivial. Assume that there exists a y ∈ Gρ(ξ)(x) \ Gξ(x). Due
to Lemma 1, there exist a, b ∈ Gρ(ξ)(x) with a < b and ξ(a) < ξ(b). But
then Gξ(a)  Gξ(b) and Gξ(a) 6= Gξ(b), hence piξ(a) = Gξ(a) ≺ Gξ(b) =
piξ(b). Because ηG(ξ)(ιξ) is strict, we get ρ(ξ)(a) < ρ(ξ)(b), which yields the
contradiction a /∈ Gρ(ξ)(x) or b /∈ Gρ(ξ)(x). We conclude Gρ(ξ)(x) \ Gξ(x) = ∅,
and ρ is a G-scheme.
For a strict homomorphism ξ ∈ S(P,R),
G(ξ) = P ∗ ≡ {{x} | x ∈ P } ' P,
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does not depend on ξ, and piξ is an isomorphism. Now (12) yields that ρP is
one-to-one on S(P,R) iff ηP∗ is one-to-one on S(P ∗, R). Because according to
Corollary 3, a G-scheme maps S(P,R) to S(P, S), we conclude with Theorem
3, that ρ is a strong G-scheme if ηg in (12) is one-to-one for all g ∈ G.
The first part of the theorem is now proven. For the proof of the addendum,
let θg : g→ Θ(g) ∈ Pr be an isomorphism for every g ∈ G. Now proceed with
ηΘ(G(ξ))
(
ιξ ◦ θ−1G(ξ)
)
◦ θG(ξ) ◦ piξ.
We close this section with a corollary showing that v and vG are compatible
with the direct sum and the ordinal sum of posets; compatibility with other
operations of order arithmetic and cancellation rules are the subject of [6].
Corollary 6. Let R1, R2, S1, S2 ∈ P.
R1 v S1 and R2 v S2 ⇒ R1 +R2 v S1 + S2
and R1 ⊕R2 v S1 ⊕ S2;
R1 vG S1 and R2 vG S2 ⇒ R1 +R2 vG S1 + S2
and R1 ⊕R2 vG S1 ⊕ S2.
Proof. Let P,A,B be finite posets. Let Q1, . . . , QL be the connectivity compo-
nents of P . Then
H(P,A+B) '
L∏
`=1
(
H(Q`, A) +H(Q`, B)
)
,
S(P,A+B) '
L∏
`=1
(
S(Q`, A) + S(Q`, B)
)
.
Now the statements about the direct sum are direct consequences of the defini-
tion of v and of Theorem 3.
Now let U(P ) be the set of upsets of P . Then
H(P,A⊕B) '
∑
U∈U(P )
H(P |X\U , A)×H(P |U , B),
S(P,A⊕B) '
∑
U∈U(P )
S(P |X\U , A)× S(P |U , B).
Now the statements about the ordinal sum follow directly from the definition
of v and Theorem 3.
4 Rearranging posets
Theorem 4 shows, that for the proof of R vG S, it is enough to specify a one-to-
one mapping ρP : S(P,R)→ S(P, S) for every P ∈ Pr; there is no need to deal
with the full homomorphism sets H(P,R) or to check the regularity condition.
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Figure 2: The concept of rearranging a poset R. Explanations in text.
Using this approach, we present in Lemma 6 and Theorem 5 a method how to
rearrange a poset R in such a way that R vG S holds for the resulting poset S.
The method covers all non-trivial strong G-schemes in the Figures 1, 5, 6, and
7.
The concept of the rearrangement is illustrated in Figure 2. We have a finite
poset R with sub-posets A, B, and W , A ∩W = ∅, B ∩W = ∅. We cut all
connections between W and A, replace them by connections between W and B,
and take the transitive hull of the resulting relation. The approach is formalized
as follows:
Definition 5. In this section, we agree on the following:
• R = (Z,≤R) is a finite poset.
• We have disjoint subsets A and W of Z, and A is convex.
• There is a subset B ⊆ Z with
W ∩ (↓RB ∪ ↑RB) = ∅, (13)
and β : A→ B is a mapping.
• On Z, we define a binary relation ≤s by setting
≤s ≡ ≤r ∪ <d ∪ <u
where ≤r ≡ ≤R \ ((W ×A) ∪ (A×W )) ,
<d ≡ {(w, β(a)) | (w, a) ∈≤R ∩(W ×A)} ,
<u ≡ {(β(a), w) | (a,w) ∈≤R ∩(A×W )} .
Due to (13), we have ≤R ∩ (<d ∪ <u) = ∅, hence ≤s ∩ ≤R = ≤r. Further-
more, (13) implies
W ∩B = ∅. (14)
For (w, a) ∈≤R ∩ (W×A), we have w <R a due to W ∩ A = ∅, and correspond-
ingly a <R w for (a,w) ∈≤R ∩ (A ×W ). Therefore, ∆Z ⊆≤r. In particular,
∆Z∩ <d = ∅ = ∆Z∩ <u, as suggested by the symbols “<d” and “<u”.
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Lemma 5. Let I ∈ N and z0, . . . , zI ∈ Z with zi−1 ≤s zi for all i ∈ I. Define
K ≡ {i ∈ I | (zi−1, zi) /∈ ≤r } .
Then #K ≤ 2. If K = {k, `} with k < `, then there exist v, w ∈W and a, b ∈ A
with (v, a) ∈<R, (b, w) ∈<R and
(zk−1, zk) = (v, β(a)) ∈ <d,
(z`−1, z`) = (β(b), w) ∈ <u .
Proof. Let #K ≥ 2, and let k < ` be two consecutive indices in K (i.e., k, ` ∈ K
with k < ` and k < i < ` ⇒ i /∈ K). There exist a ∈ A and v ∈ W with
(v, a) ∈<R and (zk−1, zk) = (v, β(a)) or (a, v) ∈<R and (zk−1, zk) = (β(a), v),
and there exist b ∈ A and w ∈W with (w, b) ∈<R and (z`−1, z`) = (w, β(b)) or
(b, w) ∈<R and (z`−1, z`) = (β(b), w).
Let (zk−1, zk) = (v, β(a)), (z`−1, z`) = (w, β(b)). With (14), we get k < `−1,
thus β(a) = zk ≤r . . . ≤r z`−1 = w. We conclude β(a) ≤R w in contradiciton
to (13).
The case (zk−1, zk) = (β(a), v), (z`−1, z`) = (β(b), w) is treated in the same
way.
Now let (zk−1, zk) = (β(a), v) and (z`−1, z`) = (w, β(b)). Then a <R v =
zk ≤r . . . ≤r z`−1 = w <R b, and the convexity of A yields v, w ∈ A in
contradiction to v, w ∈W .
The case (zk−1, zk) = (v, β(a)) and (z`−1, z`) = (β(b), w) remains as the only
possible one. We learn from this result that for every pair k′ < `′ of consecutive
indices in K, we have (zk′−1, zk′) ∈ W × B and (z`′−1, z`′) ∈ B ×W . Due to
(zk−1, zk) ∈W ×B, (z`−1, z`) ∈ B ×W , and (14), the set K cannot contain an
index preceeding k or an index following `, hence K = {k, `}.
Lemma 6. Let ≤S be the transitive hull of ≤s. Then ≤S is a partial order
relation on Z and S ≡ (Z,≤S) is a poset.
Proof. The relation ≤S is reflexive, because of ∆Z ⊆≤r. It remains to show
that it is antisymmetric.
Let x, y ∈ Z, let I, J ∈ N, and let z0, . . . , zI+J ∈ Z with x = z0 = zI+J ,
y = zI and zi−1 ≤s zi for all i ∈ I + J . As in Lemma 5, we define
K ≡ {i ∈ I + J | (zi−1, zi) /∈ ≤r } .
If K = ∅, then x ≤R y ≤R x, thus x = y. In what follows, we show that indeed
K = ∅. From Lemma 5, we know #K ≤ 2 .
Let K = {k} with k ∈ I + J . There exist v ∈ W,a ∈ A with (zk−1, zk) =
(v, β(a)) or (zk−1, zk) = (β(a), v). Assume (zk−1, zk) = (v, β(a)). In the case
of k < I + J , we have (β(a), zk+1) ∈≤r, hence β(a) ≤R zI+J = x, and in the
case k = I + J , we have β(a) = x. Therefore, in both cases, β(a) ≤R x = z0 ≤r
. . . ≤r zk−1 = v, thus β(a) ≤R v in contradiction to (13). The proof for the
case (zk−1, zk) = (β(a), v) is dual.
Now let K = {k, `} with k < `. According to Lemma 5, there exist
(v, w) ∈W and a, b ∈ A with (v, a) ∈<R, (zk−1, zk) = (v, β(a)) and (b, w) ∈<R,
(z`−1, z`) = (β(b), w). Now we get b <R w = z` ≤r . . . ≤r zI+J = x = z0 ≤r
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. . . ≤r zk−1 = v <R a, and the convexity of A yields v, w ∈ A in contradiction
to v, w ∈W .
Definition 6. For every P ∈ P and every ξ ∈ S(P,R), we define the set Uξ by
Uξ ≡
{
x ∈ P
∣∣∣ ξ(x) ∈ A and (ξ(↓◦ x) ∪ ξ(↑◦ x)) ∩W 6= ∅} ,
Correspondingly, for every P ∈ P and every ζ ∈ S(P, S), we define the set U ′ζ
by
U ′ζ ≡
{
x ∈ P
∣∣∣ ζ(x) ∈ B and (ζ(↓◦ x) ∪ ζ(↑◦ x)) ∩W 6= ∅} .
Theorem 5. For every P ∈ Pr and every ξ ∈ S(P,R), we define the mapping
ρP (ξ) : X → Z by
∀x ∈ X : ρP (ξ)(x) ≡
{
β(ξ(x)), if x ∈ Uξ,
ξ(x), otherwise .
Assume additionally to the assumptions in Definition 5, that β : R|A → R|B is
a strict homomorphism and
∀a ∈ A : (↓◦R a) \W ⊆ ↓
◦
Rβ(a), (15)
∀a ∈ A : (↑◦Ra) \W ⊆ ↑◦Rβ(a). (16)
Then ρP (ξ) is a strict homomorphism from P to S for every P ∈ Pr and every
ξ ∈ S(P,R) with
{(ρP (ξ)(x), ρP (ξ)(y)) | (x, y) ∈≤P } ⊆ ≤s .
If β is additionally bijective, then, for every P ∈ Pr and every ξ ∈ S(P,R),
∀x ∈ P : ξ(x) =
{
β−1(ρP (ξ)(x)), if x ∈ U ′ρP (ξ),
ρP (ξ)(x), otherwise ,
(17)
hence R vG S.
Proof. Let P ∈ Pr and ξ ∈ S(P,R) be selected. We write ρ and U instead of
ρP and Uξ, respectively. The reader should observe
ρ(ξ)(x) 6= ξ(x) ⇒ x ∈ U, ξ(x) ∈ A, and ρ(ξ)(x) = β(ξ(x)),
ξ(x) ∈W ⇒ ρ(ξ)(x) = ξ(x).
To unburden the notation, we define
<r ≡ ≤r \∆Z = <R \((W ×A) ∪ (A×W )) ⊆ <S .
Let x, y ∈ P with x < y, thus ξ(x) <R ξ(y). We have to show that the pair
(ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) belongs to <S .
Assume (ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) = (ξ(x), ξ(y)). For (ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) ∈<r, there
is nothing to prove. (ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) /∈ <r is equivalent to (ξ(x), ξ(y)) ∈ (W ×
A) ∪ (A×W ). For (ξ(x), ξ(y)) ∈W ×A, we have y ∈ U , thus
(ξ(x), ξ(y)) = (ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) = (ξ(x), β(ξ(y))) ∈ W ×B
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in contradiction to (13). In the same way we exclude (ξ(x), ξ(y)) ∈ A×W .
Now assume (ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) 6= (ξ(x), ξ(y)). Then trivially ρ(ξ)(x) 6= ξ(x)
or ρ(ξ)(y) 6= ξ(y).
Let ρ(ξ)(x) 6= ξ(x), ρ(ξ)(y) 6= ξ(y). Then
(ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) = (β(ξ(x)), β(ξ(y))) ∈ <R ∩ (B ×B) ⊆ <r,
because β is strict and W ∩B = ∅.
Let ρ(ξ)(x) 6= ξ(x), ρ(ξ)(y) = ξ(y). Two cases are possible:
• ξ(y) ∈W ⇒ (ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) = (β(ξ(x)), ξ(y)) ∈ <u.
• ξ(y) /∈ W ⇒ ξ(y) ∈ (↑◦Rξ(x)) \W
(16)
⊆ ↑◦Rβ(ξ(x)), and B ⊆ X \W
yields
(ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) = (β(ξ(x)), ξ(y)) ∈ <R ∩ (B × (X \W )) ⊆ <r .
The case ρ(ξ)(x) = ξ(x), ρ(ξ)(y) 6= ξ(y) is dual to the previous one and
results in (ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) ∈<d ∪ <r. All together, we have shown
(ρ(ξ)(x), ρ(ξ)(y)) ∈ <r ∪ <d ∪ <u,
and ρ(ξ) is strict. The addition follows with ∆Z ⊆≤r.
Now assume additionally that β is bijective. Looking at the definition of
ρ(ξ), we realize that (17) holds if Uξ = U
′
ρP (ξ)
for every P ∈ Pr and every
ξ ∈ S(P,R). Let P ∈ Pr and ξ ∈ S(P,R) be selected. Again, we write ρ, U ,
and U ′ instead of ρP , Uξ, and U ′ρP (ξ).
Let x ∈ U , thus ξ(x) ∈ A, ρ(ξ)(x) ∈ B, and (ξ(↓◦ x) ∪ ξ(↑◦ x)) ∩W 6= ∅. In
the case of ξ(↓◦ x) ∩W 6= ∅, there exists a y ∈↓◦ x with ξ(y) ∈ W . We conclude
ξ(y) = ρ(ξ)(y) ∈ ρ(ξ)(↓◦ x), and x ∈ U ′ is shown. The proof for ξ(↑◦ x) ∩W 6= ∅
is dual.
Let x ∈ U ′, thus ρ(ξ)(x) ∈ B and (ρ(ξ)(↓◦ x) ∪ ρ(ξ)(↑◦ x)) ∩W 6= ∅. Assume
ρ(ξ)(↓◦ x) ∩W 6= ∅. There exists a y ∈↓◦ x with ρ(ξ)(y) ∈ W . According to
the definition of ρ(ξ) and (14), ρ(ξ)(y) ∈ W implies ρ(ξ)(y) = ξ(y). Due to
ρ(ξ)(x) ∈ B, ξ(y) ∈ W and (13), we have (ξ(y), ρ(ξ)(x)) /∈ ≤R. We conclude
ρ(ξ)(x) 6= ξ(x) which implies x ∈ U . The proof for ρ(ξ)(↑◦ x) ∩W 6= ∅ is dual.
According to the first part of the theorem, ρP : S(P,R) → S(P, S) is a
well-defined mapping for every P ∈ Pr, and according to the second part, this
mapping is one-to-one for every P ∈ Pr. Theorem 3 delivers R vG S.
Now we can prove R vG S for the posets contained in the Figures 5, 6, and 7.
Figure 3 contains the non-trivial cases; dual pairs are omitted. By checking the
conditions of Theorem 5, we confirm R vG S for the constructions (C1), (C2),
(C4)-(C7), (C11), and (C12). The remaining constructions result as indicated.
For six pairs in the figure, we have S = A + T with an antichain A and a
connected poset T . The equivalence (7)⇔ (9) in Theorem 3 sheds an interesting
light on the roles of A and T in R vG S. For all connected posets Q with
#Q ≥ 2, #S(Q,R) ≤ #S(Q,A+ T ) is equivalent to #S(Q,R) ≤ #S(Q,T ). It
is thus T which bears the main burden of R vG S, whereas the only role of A is
to ensure #S(A1, R) ≤ #S(A1, S) by providing sufficiently many points in S.
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Figure 3: The construction of non-trivial strong G-schemes for the Figures 5,
6, and 7. Explanations in text.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the proof of R vG S for the posets R and S in Figure
1a. Explanations in text.
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Additionally, we prove R vG S for the posets R and S in Figure 1a. On
top of Figure 4, two posets Q and Q′ are shown for which Theorem 5 yields
Q vG Q′. By applying Corollary 6, we get for the posets in the lower part of
the figure
R ' A1 ⊕Q⊕A1 vG A1 ⊕Q′ ⊕A1 ' S′,
and we conclude R vG S because there exists a one-to-one homomorphism from
S′ to S.
5 Necessary conditions for R v S and R vG S
Given two finite posets R and S not fulfilling the conditions of Theorem 5,
we may suspect R 6vG S, but it may be hard to provide evidence. In this
section, we collect necessary conditions for R v S or R vG S which are useful
in demonstrating R 6v S or R 6vG S, respectively.
Let R v S. Then #R = #H(A1, R) ≤ #H(A1, S) = #S and # ≤R=
#H(C2, R) ≤ #H(C2, S) = # ≤S . Furthermore, in the case of R vG S, the
number of k-chains in R is less than or equal to the number of k-chains in S
for every k ∈ N, because for every Q ∈ P the number of k-chains in Q equals
#S(Ck, Q). In particular, (# <R) ≤ (# <S), and the height of R is less than
or equal to the height of S. Moreover:
Lemma 7. Let R,S ∈ P with R v S. Then for every k, ` ∈ N0∑
v∈R
(#↓ v)k · (#↑ v)` ≤
∑
w∈S
(#↓w)k · (#↑w)`, (18)∑
v∈R
∑
d∈↓ v
(#[d, v])k ≤
∑
w∈S
∑
d∈↓w
(#[d,w])k. (19)
Additionally, in the case of R vG S, we have for every k, ` ∈ N0∑
v∈R
(#↓ v − 1)k · (#↑ v − 1)` ≤
∑
w∈S
(#↓w − 1)k · (#↑w − 1)`, (20)∑
v∈R
∑
d∈↓◦v
(#[d, v]− 2)k ≤
∑
w∈S
∑
d∈↓◦w
(#[d,w]− 2)k. (21)
Proof. In the first two inequalities, the sums on the left and on the right are
#H(P,R) and #H(P, S), respectively, for P ≡ Ak⊕A1⊕A` and P ≡ A1⊕Ak⊕
A1, respectively. In the third and fourth inequality, the sums are #S(P,R) and
#S(P, S) for these posets P .
From this lemma we get as immediate conclusions the two necessary con-
ditions for R v S contained in the following corollary. The first one may look
complicated at first glance. However, in the practical work it is easy to apply
and powerful in showing R 6v S:
Corollary 7. Let R,S ∈ P with R v S.
(a) We define for every poset P ∈ P the sequence d(P ) = (d(P )i) by setting
for every i ∈ N
d(P )i ≡ # {x ∈ P |#↓x = i} .
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If d(R) 6= d(S), then d(R)j < d(S)j, where j ≡ max {i ∈ N | d(R)i 6= d(S)i }.
The same holds also for the sequences of the numbers
u(P )i ≡ # {x ∈ P |#↑x = i} ,
and j(P )i ≡ # {x, y ∈ P |#[x, y] = i} .
(b) In the case #R = #S, S has a maximum/minimum/both, if R has a
maximum/minimum/both.
Proof. (a) Using inequality (18) with ` = 0, yields for every k ∈ N0
+∞∑
i=1
d(R)i · ik =
∑
v∈R
(#↓ v)k ≤
∑
w∈S
(#↓w)k =
+∞∑
i=1
d(S)i · ik.
Because d(R) and d(S) are finite sequences, the sums on the left and on the
right are exponential functions. Letting k grow delivers the first proposition.
The second one follows in the same way with k = 0 in (18) and the third one
with (19).
(b) If R has a maximum, (#R)k is the leading term of
∑+∞
i=1 d(R)i · ik, and
due to #R = #S, we have i ≤ #R for all non-zero terms of ∑+∞i=1 d(S)i · ik.
Now apply (a). The results for the minimum and both extrema follow in the
same way by using the two additional sequences mentioned in (a).
These results are useful in showing incomparability with respect to vG. We
do so for the posets contained in Figure 5. The implication R 6v S ⇒ R 6vG S
is tacitly used. Due to (6), we have P 6v P d iff P is not self-dual. In the table
below, the criteria established in Corollary 7 are applied; dual pairs of posets
are omitted. For k ∈ {3, 4}, we define Λk ≡ Ak−1 ⊕ A1 (the bug with k − 1
legs), and Vk ≡ Λdk; N is the poset with N-shaped diagram, and N (2) ≡ A2⊕A2
is the double-N.
R S R 6vG S S 6vG R
A1 + V3 Λ4 u(R)4 = 0 = u(S)4, R has no maximum,
u(R)3 = 1 > 0 = u(S)3 but S has
N Λ4 u(R)4 = 0 = u(S)4, R has no maximum,
u(R)3 = 1 > 0 = u(S)3 but S has
A1 + C3 N(2) height R = 3 u(S)4 = 0 = u(R)4,
height S = 2 u(S)3 = 2 > 1 = u(R)3
Λ4 A1 ⊕ (A1 + C2) S has no maximum, R has no minimum,
(the skew V ) but R has but S has
A2 ⊕ C2 A1 ⊕ (A1 + C2) S has no maximum R has no minimum
(the Y turned but R has but S has
upside-down)
There are three pairs of posets in Figure 5 for which (6) and Corollary 7 are
not sufficient to show incomparability:
• R = C2 × C2 (the diamond), S = A2 ⊕ C2: R 6vG S holds because R has
a minimum and S not. S 6vG R we see by (20) with k = 2 and ` = 0:
#S(Λ3, S) = 13 > 11 = #S(Λ3, R).
• R = C2 × C2, S = C2 ⊕A2 (the Y): dual to the previous pair.
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• R = C2×C2, S = N (2): R 6vG S holds because R has extrema and S not,
but for S 6vG R we need
#S(Ak ⊕Ak, S) = 4k, #S(Ak ⊕Ak, R) = 2 · 3k − 1.
6 Appendix
 
 
 
 
 
 
Größe 45 
  
Figure 5: The non-isomorphic posets with four points ordered by vG. Solid
lines indicate strong G-schemes induced by one-to-one homomorphisms, dashed
lines indicate non-trivial strong G-schemes. For the construction of the non-
trivial strong G-schemes, see Figure 3.
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Größe 50 Figure 6: The non-isomorphic, flat posets with five points ordered by vG.
Solid lines indicate strong G-schemes induced by one-to-one homomorphisms,
dashed lines indicate non-trivial strong G-schemes. For the construction of the
non-trivial strong G-schemes, see Figure 3.
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Größe 50 
 
  
Figure 7: The partial order induced by vG on the non-isomorphic posets
with five points which are not isomorphic to A1 + Q,A1 ⊕ Q, or Q ⊕ A1 for a
poset Q with four points (cf. Corollary 6). Solid lines indicate strong G-schemes
induced by one-to-one homomorphisms, dashed lines indicate non-trivial strong
G-schemes. For the construction of the non-trivial strong G-schemes, see Figure
3.
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